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The MSE Science Team

• Project Scientist: Alan McConnachie
• Systems Scientist: Nicolas Flagey

• MSE Science Team (107 members):
• Australia - 15; Canada - 15; China - 8; France - 22; 

India - 10; Spain - 8; Other - 19

MSE Science Team Meeting, July 2015, Waikoloa, Hawai’i



The MSE Engineering Team
• Purpose:


• Produce a Construction Proposal, 2014 - 2018, to inform decision to proceed

• Lead/coordinate technical, scientific and partnership development, including recruiting 

partners into the project


• Project Manager: Rick Murowinski

• Project Engineer: Kei Szeto

• Project Scientist: Alan McConnachie

• Systems Scientist: Nicolas Flagey

• Project Office Engineer: TBD


• Distributed Engineering Team



International Collaborations 
and Governance

• MSE Collaboration includes:
• Canada, France, Hawaii (CFHT members)
• Australia, China (Associate Partner), India, Spain

Building on Australia’s world-leading expertise in optical multi-object spectroscopy, development of an 8-metre 
class optical/IR wide- eld spectroscopic survey telescope towards the end of the decade would complement 
Australian optical/IR astronomers’ leading priority of access to a multi-purpose 8-metre class optical/IR 
observatory. Such a facility, most likely constructed by an international partnership, would address several of the 
fundamental astronomical questions of the coming decade, including the nature of dark matter and dark energy, 
the formation and evolution of the Milky Way and how stars and galaxies process chemical elements. It would 
also provide follow-up spectra of objects identified by the SKA and imaging telescopes like the US-led Large 
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST). Involvement in the LSST, especially in combination with a large, wide- eld 
optical/infrared spectroscopic survey facility, would provide excellent synergies with the next generation of radio 
facilities (ASKAP, MWA, SKA), and build on Australia’s leadership in all-sky surveys.

• In the last 6 months: 
• Australian Decadal Plan:
• Canadian Mid-Term Review (of their Decadal Plan):

“…The scientific and collaborative opportunities available to MSE partners are a direct 
indicator of the strategic relevance of MSE to the future astronomy landscape.

The MTRP thus makes the following recommendation:

Recommendation: The MTRP strongly recommends that Canada develop the MSE 
project, and supports the efforts of the project office to seek financial commitments from 
Canadian and partner institute sources.”

• Governance structure of MSE during development phase to change on timescale of 
~weeks - months to deal with key collaborative decisions pending

• Establishment of ESO Working Group on Wide Field MOS
“Following the prioritisation of the ESO science programme for the 2020s and the 
envisaged importance of highly-multiplexed spectroscopy for numerous scientific 
applications in the future, the ESO Director for Science, Rob Ivison, has established a 
Working Group to investigate the scientific case, synergistic opportunities and practical 
requirements for a dedicated ground-based wide field spectroscopic survey telescope 
in the 2020s.”

(WGMOS announcement by ESO)



Project Status

Milestone Date
Conceptual Design Review / Cost Review 26 Jan 2017

Preliminary Design Review 23 Nov 2017
Construction Proposal Review 20 Aug 2018

✓ Science communities have enunciated a consistent 
vision for MSE science (Waikoloa Science Workshop)

✓ International distributed engineering team has been 
established and is effective,

✓ Science Requirements approved, observatory 
architecture developed, system engineering tools 
established.

✓ Key architectural decisions taken after extensive 
evaluation and consensus building: 

✓ Enclosure type and building structural 
revision

✓ Telescope optical design
✓ Multiplexing strategy

✓ MSE partners stepping up (in-kind) to design 
challenges

✓ France (spectrograph, WFC/ADC, 
hexapod, rotator, system engineering)

✓ China (spectrograph, fiber positioner, M1 
segments)

✓ Canada (fiber transmission system (TBC), 
project scientist)

✓ Spain (fiber positioner, spectrograph )
✓ Australia (optical design, MOS expertise)
✓ India (M1)





Science development to date
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I. Deconstructing the Galaxy

II. Linking galaxies to the large 
scale structure of the Universe

III. Illuminating the Dark Universe

The composition and 
dynamics of the faint 
Universe

Today:

Short talks to give a flavour of the 
diversity of MSE science

Short summary of MSE design work



• Exposure draft of the Detailed Science Case was circulated to the collaboration for 
comments on April 6th. Culmination of multi-phase process to determine the required 
capabilities of MSE. 

• Document being this month based on feedback and submitted to astroph in last week 
of May, alongside short précis document 

• Key development strategy based on identification of Science Reference Observations 
(~June 2015): high-impact, science programs that are uniquely possible using MSE

• Science Requirements defined as the science capabilities required to conduct the 
suite of science programs described by the SROs

• Version 1 of the Science Requirements Document (SRD) was released in July 2015
• Currently 24 science requirements define the capabilities of MSE. These are the 

highest level requirements of the project and any changes to these requirements 
ultimately requires Board-level approval (or equivalent)

Science Requirements



Linking the SRD to the DSC



MSE Science Capabilities

• Aperture / etendue / sensitivity



• 8 photo-z selected survey 
cubes (300Mpc/h on a side) 
to probe the build-up of 
large scale structure, stellar 
mass, halo occupation and 
star formation out to a 
redshift of z~3


• ~100% completeness per 
cube (1 dex below M* for 
first 4 cubes, beyond this 
limited by LSST photo-z 
accuracies)


• An SDSS at the peak of the 
SFH of the Universe


• 5-7 yr program only possible 
on a dedicated facility

SRO-08: Multi-scale clustering and 
the halo occupation function



MSE Science Capabilities

• Aperture / etendue / sensitivity
• Wavelength range: pushing to longer wavelengths



SRO-08: Multi-scale clustering and 
the halo occupation function

• Low resolution spectrograph 
probing galaxy evolution 
over all redshifts up to and 
including the peak of star 
formation and galaxy 
assembly in the Universe

• Broad wavelength coverage 
extended out to 1.8um to 
reach beyond cosmic noon



MSE Science Capabilities

• Aperture / etendue / sensitivity
• Wavelength range: pushing to longer wavelengths
• Range of spectral resolutions



MSE Science Capabilities

• Aperture / etendue / sensitivity
• Wavelength range: pushing to longer wavelengths
• Range of spectral resolutions
• Stable and precise



MSE as a frontline facility

faint, broad wavelength

For the MSE, basic operational 
philosophy enables production of 
homogeneous, high quality and well 
characterised datasets (cf. SDSS)

The combination of sensitivity, resolution 
and multiplexing makes MSE unrivalled 
for MW science



From capabilities to surveys

• Capabilities of MSE now 
defined via SRD


• Science development activities 
now move into a new phase


• Focus on surveys, operations 
and data

• Development of a small suite of baseline legacy surveys, that together deliver the science 
programs previously identified in the DSC


• In parallel, develop science operational requirements that impact the implementation of these 
survey programs


• Science input on data requirements: MSE deliverables to its user community.
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SRO-10: Mapping the inner 
parsec of quasars

• ~60 observations of ~5000 
quasars spread over ~years to 
map the structure and 
kinematics of the inner parsec 
around a large sample of 
supermassive black holes 
actively accreting during the 
peak quasar era


• (Compare with ~50 local, low-
luminosity AGN that currently 
have high quality RM 
measurements; evolution as a 
function of z essentially 
unknown)



SRO-04: Unveiling CDM substructure 
with precision kinematics

+



SRO-04: Unveiling CDM substructure 
with precision kinematics



SRO-04: Unveiling CDM substructure 
with precision kinematics

• Requires velocities of a very 
large number of stars to 
<<1km/s accuracy


• Globular cluster stream with 
highest contrast is Pal 5. 
But only a handful of stars 
can even be seen by Gaia. 
Beyond scope of even 4m-
class instruments (MSTO is 
at g=20.2)



• Exposure draft of the Detailed Science Case was circulated to the collaboration for comments on 
April 6th. Culmination of multi-phase process to determine the required capabilities of MSE. Based 
on multiple documents:

• ngCFHT Feasibility Study (2012)
• MSE White Paper submissions (September 2014)
• Phase 1 studies (January 2015): 

• identify key science cases for MSE in three broad areas:
• Science Reference Observations (~June 2015): key science observations for MSE on which the 

Science Requirements are based
• Document to be revised this month based on feedback and submitted to astroph in last 

week of May, along with brief précis document

Developing the Detailed Science Case

• Version 1 of the Science Requirements Document (SRD) was released in July 2015
• Science Requirements are defined as the science capabilities required to conduct the suite of 

science programs described by the SROs
• Currently 24 science requirements define the capabilities of MSE. These are the highest level 

requirements of the project and any changes to these requirements ultimately requires Board-level 
approval (or equivalent)













Summary

* from Sugai et al. 2014 (SPIE); area based on “effective diameter of circle with area equal to patrol region of fibers"

• The past year has ensured that all the new partners have had core involvement in ensuring 
the capabilities of MSE reflect their science interests, and has resulted in formal science 
requirements that now direct MSE technical development


• MSE is a uniquely powerful facility that enables unique and transformational science 
programs far beyond any other MOS instrument or facility currently in development


